
                                                                       

March 2, 2014 MFAA Meeting, held at Grandy Bow & Gun Club 

Call to order:  1:00pm 

Roll Call: President/NFAA Director: Paul Lewkowicz, 2nd Vice President: Greg Gioiosi, Classification 

Secretary/Treasurer: Ruby Shannon, Recording Secretary: Carmen Sarver, Board Members: Jeff Grieman 

Clubs Present:  Granby, Luneneburg, Nenameseck, Riverside, Westfield 

Recording Secretary Report: Accepted as written 

Treasurer Report:  Accepted a Written 

Correspondence: none. 

Committees: 

1. Auditing: No report 

2. By-Law:  No Changes. 

3. Classification:  175MFAA HH, plus 35 2nd, 3rd  for a total of 210 members 

4. Newsletter: No Report 

5. 20 Pins:  no report 

6. Bow Hunter:  No Report 

7. Tournament and Awards:  in the process of organizing and ordering State Championship 

awards for the shoot to be held at Nenameseck on 3/21&22 

NFAA Directors Report:  Paul gave a handout of Annual NFAA meeting. Hand out attached for review. 

Good turnout at the Las Vegas shoot, they had 2300 shooters. Paul submitted expense report for the 

Annual Meeting of which $120 was left to be paid by MFAA. Vote passed to reimburse Paul. 

Warren S. asked about the proposal on the outdoor Nationals to change the days to be shoot.  Paul said 

it stands as is with the full 5 days and best of each accepted.  Pro’s have a bit more restrictions.  

Counting the X ring for an extra point was voted down, though the pro’s will continue to count x’s on 

their scores for outdoors. 

Jeff G. asked about updates combining NFAA&USA Archery. Paul said they have combined storage and a 

lot of back office work.  We also will be expecting to do more combined shoots like the Indoor World 



cup and The Vegas shoot.   More events to be held at the NFAA Head Quarters.Still a bit diconnected on 

the coaching.  USA Archery is very strict on membership.  Coaches need to take a Safe Sport course and 

pass a corrie check to get a coaching Certificate.  All of which would be a big change for NFAA.  Though 

NAA events for USA Archery are still free to NFAA members with a temporary membership.   You do 

need to sign up for a new temporary membership for each event you need to participate in due to the 

way the it is set up in their programming. There is still a lot of work to do. 

Paul reminded the club delegates that Bids forms for the 2015 indoor and outdoor need to be in by the 

next NESFAA meeting. (sorry, I’m late with the letter, the meeting has passed.) 

Old Business:  A single ballot was cast in the by the Treasurer seating MFAA President/NFAA Director: 

Paul Lewkowicz and 1st Vice President: Claud Keith. 

New Business:  Jeff Greiman and George Williams were nominated and accepted for another term as 

Board Members.  

Upcoming shoots 3/22/14 State Championship at Nenameseck, 4/5-6-7/2014 Sectionals at Tangys and 

Lunenburg. Note:  pay attention to time, they are different depending on club you are shooting at.  Also 

inside X’s will be counted and spot for that will be on the score cards.  Rules will be firmed up at the 

sectional meeting and will let you know what they are. The 1st Decota Classic is in Yankton the wee after 

the Sectionals. 3/22/14 there is a shamrock shoot at Brandise Univ. This is an indoor 70 meter shoot.  

Summer outdoor Nationals will be in Yankton S.D. on 7/30-8/3/2014.  The 2015 Outdoor Nationals ar ein 

Mechanicsburg PA gthe 3rd or 4th week in July.  

Pat P. made a motion that we change the registration time from 8-11am instead of Noon for both indoor 

and outdoors.  The motion was passed by the majority and accepted to begin May 1st 2014. 

Pat P. also made a motion to increase the fees by $1 for all classes, because the clubs need more money 

to keep these shoots going.  The motion was passed and accepted to also begin on May 1st 2014. 

Good of the Association:  : Paul Lewkowicz won an African Hunt for $3,750 at a blind auction and would 

like to give the award away.  The hunt is for 2 people 10 days in Sout Africa and can be taken between 

March and October of 2014 or 2015.  Please see paul for details.   

Next Meeting Date:   Offer from Lunenburg Sportsmans Club to host the meeting on 5/18/2014 at 2PM 

after the shoot. 

Respectfully submitted:  Carmen Sarver 


